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Abstract—Knowledge  representation  (KR)  is  the  most 
desirable area of research to make the system intelligent. Today 
is  the  era  of  knowledge  that  requires  articulations,  semantic, 
syntax etc. These requirements, forced to design a general system 
which is applicable to represent declarative as well as procedural 
knowledge. Without effective inference/reasoning mechanism, the 
strength and utility of knowledge representation technique fulfill 
the partial requirement for an intelligent system. The objective of 
this  research  work  is  to  present  the  effective/  appropriate 
knowledge representation technique for representing the general 
knowledge and a reasoning algorithm  for Question Answering 
system  (QAS)  work  as  story  reader,  so  that  appropriate 
knowledge  can  be  infer  from  the  system.  The  architecture  of 
knowledge representation system is capable to integrate different 
type of knowledge and it is cost effective also.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
AI  is  the  branch  of  science  to  make  the  machine  as 
intelligent as human being for particular domain. Alternatively, 
it is the study of making machine intelligent by implementing 
intelligent programs to perform the complicated task. In 1950s, 
Alan Turing presented a paper on Computing Machinery and 
Intelligence. The result of this paper was if a machine could 
pass  certain  test  (known  as  Turing  test)  then  it  could  be 
intelligent. In this paper Turing also considered a number of 
arguments for, and objections to, the idea that computers could 
exhibit intelligence [1].  
Knowledge  representation  (KR)  is  an  essential  area  for 
cognitive  science  and  Artificial  Intelligence.  In  former,  it  is 
concerned with how knowledge is stored and processed, while 
in  the  latter  the  main  aim  is  to  solve  problems  requiring 
intelligence  which  otherwise  is  possible  only  through 
knowledge.   
Broadly, KR is a study of methods of how knowledge is 
actually visualized/ realized and how efficiently/naturally it is 
similar  to  the  depiction  of  knowledge  in  human  brain. 
Constructing  intelligent  systems  require  large  amount  of 
knowledge  and  a  method  for  representing  large  amounts  of 
knowledge  that  permits  interaction  [1]  [3].    KR  is  the 
fundamental issue in AI that attempt to understand intelligence 
[1] [2].   
The  main  problem  of  AI  system  is  how  to  represent 
knowledge and how to incorporate both types of knowledge in 
single system i.e., declarative and procedural [1].  Due to these 
issues, KR became a separate research area in AI. Since last 
few  years  a  group  of  (two  or  more)  methods  are  being 
considered  as  hybrid  KR  system  that  can  address  all  these 
fundamental  issues.  KR  techniques  can  be  used  for 
representing the knowledge required for Question Answering 
system.  
a)   KR Techniques 
The  KR  techniques  are  divided  in many  categories. The 
representation  techniques  can  be  declarative,  procedural, 
hierarchical, graphical, etc.  Objects, properties, [17] categories 
and  relations  between  objects,  situations,  events,  states  and 
time [17], causes and effects are the things that an intelligent 
system  desires  to  represents  [4][8].  The  semantic  net, 
conceptual dependency and script KR technique are described 
here.      Semantic  Net  is  commonly  used  KR  technique  that 
represents the connection between objects or class of objects. It 
is  a  directed  graph  in  which  nodes  /  vertices  represent  the 
objects/ class of objects and edges and links (unidirectional) 
represent the semantic relations between the objects. Semantic 
net are used to represent the inheritable knowledge. Inheritance 
is most useful form of inference. Inheritance is the property in 
which element of some class inherit the attribute and values 
from some other class [5][6][9].  
The variant of semantic net i.e., partitioned semantic net 
can  be  used  to  delimit  the  scopes  of  quantified  variables. 
[6][9].CD was developed by Roger Schank in 1973 to represent 
the knowledge acquired from natural language input.  In CD 
Sentences  are  represented  as  a  series  of  diagrams  depicting 
actions  using  the  abstract  and  real  physical  situations.  CD 
representation provides the sets of primitive actions, different 
types of states, and different theories of inference. A variation 
in the theme of structured objects called scripts was devised by 
Roger Schank and his associates in 1973[5] [9][10]. Frame KR 
technique is also widely used based on object oriented concept. 
Many  hybrid  KR  techniques  also  came  for  getting  the 
advantage of KR techniques KL-ONE KR tool was the first 
hybrid KR technique which is the hybrid of semantic net and 
first order predicate logic. The FRORL, RT-FRORL are hybrid 
KR techniques [4][12][17[20]. In SOL, Hybrid KR the concept 
of smart object was used with encapsulation. (IJACSA) International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications, 
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b)   Question Answering System 
An artificial QAS can be made for various applications like 
search engine, Natural language processing, Machine learning. 
This section presents a survey of various QAS. 
i)  CNLP  AIDE:  It  is  a  off  line  system,  based  on  four 
modules,  question-answering  system,  document 
processing,  Language-to-Logic  (L2L),  Search  Engine, 
and Answer Providing Passages. Document processing is 
done  offline,  shown  in  figure  1.  When  a  question  is 
submitted by the user, it directly sent to the Language-to-
Logic  module,  that  generates  the  L2L  query 
representation. The Search Engine module then searches 
the index and returns the top 200 relevant passages [21]. 
ii)  TREC-9: It was the extension of TREC-8 and was based 
on  a  combination  of  the  Okapi  retrieval  engine, 
Microsoft’s  natural  language  processing  system  and  a 
module for matching logical forms. The  questions  was  
analyzed  by NLPWin  to  produce  a  logical  form. The 
query was contain the words like what, who, how, etc and 
stop words. Okapi IR engine was used for query term; the 
BM25 was used to retrieve weighting list of documents. 
The  documents  were  segmented  into  sentences 
architecture of the system, Figure 2 [22]. 
 
 
Fig. 1.  Architecture of CNLP AIDE [21] 
 
Fig. 2.  Architecture of the TREC-9 [22] (IJACSA) International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications, 
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c)  IQAS: It was proposed in year 2011 with architecture as 
in Figure 3. IQAS was designed to help the students so 
that they could become the good reader, it process the 
input in NLP and provide the result with proper feedback. 
The  performance  of  IQAS  is  based  on  the  no  of 
documents, the information that user need and relevance 
judgments [23]. 
 
 
Fig. 3.  represents the architecture of IQAS [23] 
II.  KNOWLEDGE BASE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
The research in AI is divided in to two categories KR and 
general. For making the computer or machine as intelligent as 
human  being,  it  requires  two  things  KR  and  inference 
mechanism.  Development  of  an  AI  system  is  a  crucial  task 
because some time we have incomplete information and it can 
be ambiguous and uncertain. So solution to these problems is to 
build a knowledge effective knowledge base and an effective 
inference mechanism. 
a) Knowledge Base (KB) 
The knowledge base used in Figure 4 and Figure 7 is used 
to store the knowledge required to solve the problem domain. 
The KB in Figure 4 is used to store the incoming knowledge 
i.e., story and the hybrid representation corresponding to that 
story whereas the KB used in Figure 6 is used to store the rules 
required to inference the knowledge from the input.  
The  KR  system  must  be  able  to  represent  any  type  of 
knowledge,  “a)  syntactic,  b)  semantic,  c)  logical,  d) 
presupposition, e) understanding ill formed input, f) ellipsis, g) 
case  constraints,  and  h)  vagueness”.  For  making  it  more 
effective the knowledge representation model is divided in to 
five  sub  parts  the  K  Box,  knowledge  base,  query  applier, 
reasoning and user interface as shown in Figure 4.[3][8].  
The knowledge base architecture defined in Figure 4 is used 
as a story reader. The knowledge base of the system is capable 
to store the knowledge which is a hybrid of semantic net and 
script.  Semantic net  is  used  to represent  the  inheritable  and 
relational knowledge whereas semantic net is used to represent 
the events in the story shown in Figure 5. The methodology 
used to implement the system is given in Figure 6. 
The  source  of  input  can    to  the  system  can  be  a  book, 
newspaper,  magazine  etc.  a  check is made  whenever  a new 
input is entered by the user to see whether the same is already 
stored in knowledge base or not. If the same is already stored in 
knowledge base then system displays the alert message or else 
it accepts the new input and passes on for further processing. 
As shown in Figure 5 the system is able to take the input from 
outside word.  
 
Fig. 4.  Knowledge Base System Model / Architecture [3][8]. (IJACSA) International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications, 
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Fig. 5.  Logical view of Hybrid KR [3][8]. 
b)  Hybrid KR 
The Hybrid KR used was the hybrid of semantic net and 
script KR techniques. The logical structure is shown in Figure 
5. The system generates the semantic net for each input and 
links the semantic net with script of the story. The Hybrid KR 
was used to visualize the knowledge required for class room as 
well as the knowledge about students. For example, if any one 
wants to know the details of students whether he/she is 2nd 
year  student  and  currently  studying  in  semester  4  then  the 
system  can  represent  this  aspect  using  semantic  net  and  to 
visualise the interconnections that took place in the context of 
the class room, semantic net must be used. After generating the 
hybrid structure, a better detail will be available as to when the 
student will finish his/her degree. This hybrid structure proved 
 
to be very efficient in any situation where inheritable as well as 
stereotype knowledge was required.     
c)  Query Applier 
Query  Applier  is  used  for  obtaining  the  facts  from  the 
system  and  then  passes  the  knowledge  to  the  inference 
mechanism for reasoning [7]. Whenever the new query comes 
from the system will learn whether that query is related to the 
previous  query  or  it  generates  from  the  previous  query  and 
check how many times users ask the combination of these [7]. 
We  have  used  the  association  learning  rule  mining  in  the 
system for making the system exhibit characteristics of being 
intelligent. (IJACSA) International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications, 
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Fig. 6.  Methodology of the KB 
d)  Reasoning Algorithm 
Reasoning [24] system is used for getting new fact from the 
existing knowledge or to draw inference for the situation. The 
inference  can  be  inductive  /  deductive.  There  are  many 
algorithms available for searching the goal and are divided in to 
two categories i.e. a) uninformed search techniques (depth first 
and breadth first) and b) heuristic/informed search techniques 
(best  first  search,  A*,  AO*,  etc.)  in  AI.  Resolution  and 
chaining  (forward  and  backward)  are  the  known  reasoning 
techniques. Forward chaining refers to deduction whereas the 
backward  chaining  refers  to  induction.  An  example  is 
considered  here  for  deductive  and  inductive  reasoning.  The 
example  of  former  is  “Poonam  must  be  either  cooking  or 
washing clothes”. If she is not cooking she must be washing 
clothes.  i.e.,  in  case  of  deductive  reasoning  the  truth  of 
premises must  leads to  truth  of  conclusion. The  example of 
inductive i.e., is “the initial failure of machine was caused by 
some spare part failure”.  i.e., the truth of premise supports the 
conclusion without giving exact assurance.  
In forward chaining each statement is act as premises and 
each rule is divided to two parts the left side and the right side. 
The left side of the rule is being used to match with current 
condition. If the current condition matches with any or more 
than one rules on the left side then the right side of the matched 
rules are applied as the action to be performed. In the same 
way, system starts from the initial premises and applies forward 
chaining and moves towards the goal i.e., the conclusion of the 
given knowledge. 
 
 
Fig. 7.  Architecture of an artificial story reader System as QAS. 
The system is able to adequately provide answer for any 
query related to the input using forward reasoning. Since every 
problem  is  unique  in nature and has  its  own  complications/ 
difficulties,  the  problem  domain  will  require  extensive  and 
unique set of knowledge to solve the identified problem. AI 
requires a collection of knowledge and control mechanism to 
resolve a specific problem in a systematic fashion to yield the 
result to satisfaction. 
Algorithm used by the system for query applier is given 
below. 
Algorithm Forward (KR, KB, K): returns a substitute that 
was not found in K. 
1.  Repeat until KB is empty or NEW is not found. 
2.  Initialize NEW  
3.  NEW   { Ԑ } 
4.  For each statement S in KB do. 
5.  (S1 ^ S2 ^ S3^---   Q )  ( A ) 
6.  Term   
7.  For each  in Q : such that  ( S1 ^ S2 ^ S3)  = ( S1 ^ S2 
^ S3)  in story for some S1, S2,S3 --- in KB. 
8.  Q  (  ,Q ) 
If Q not in query then  
9.  Q  NEW  
10.  Add  Q to KB otherwise 
11.   No answer. 
 
The  output  of  the  above  algorithm  is  a  combination  of 
words. 
III. RESULT AND CONCLUSION 
The  implementation  of  system  is  under  processing. 
Tokenization  and  tagging  of  English  statement  are  very 
important phases of the system.  
The  system  is able to  provide  answer  from  a 1000-lines 
input provided in the form of a short story, write-up, etc.  
The proposed reasoning algorithm that uses semantic net 
and script will be used for hybrid KR system and can be used 
in daily life activities as the system is capable of representing 
such  knowledge.  Combination  of  declarative  and  procedural (IJACSA) International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications, 
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techniques makes the system interactive and user friendly. This 
algorithm  will  be  used  for  declarative  as  well as  procedural 
knowledge. The reasoning algorithm can be utilized in many 
applications  of  AI  and  robotics.  The  proposed  reasoning 
algorithm  is  used  to  infer  the  knowledge  from  the  existing 
knowledge  base.  In its  advanced  stages  of  development, the 
proposed system can act as an intelligent system like a QAS. 
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